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We are defined by a commitment to our students,

and inspired by their determination. 

Each of them is remarkable. 

Learning and growing in a secure and nurturing environment,

they develop the skills necessary to overcome challenges. 

They learn from us, but we also learn from them. 

Listening and observing, encouraging and teaching,

we work closely with their families to instill self-confidence

and build a strong foundation for lifelong independence. 

We view their future with unwavering optimism.

WE ARE THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL.

UNCOVERING THE SPECIALNESS IN EVERY CHILD™
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Dear Gillen Brewer Community, 

We are pleased to share with you our 
2016-2017 Annual Report of donors. In the 
2016-2017 year, we raised $1.95M to support 
our school. We are dependent on the generous
gifts of the Gillen Brewer community in order 
to operate our program, and are fortunate to 
receive support from current parents and 
caregivers, staff, alumni parents, grandparents, trustees, friends, and 
organizations. Thank you to everyone who supported us last year. The 
success of Gillen Brewer is due to strong leadership by the Board of Trustees,
Head of School, staff, and the partnerships we have with our families. 

As we look to the future, we also reflect on our history. In 1992, the Gillen
Brewer School opened its doors to serve preschool children with special
needs. Over the course of 25 years, Gillen Brewer has grown to serving 88
preschool and school-age students ages 2.8-10 years old. Gillen Brewer has
been proud to offer a year-round, comprehensive academic and therapeutic
program that has impacted thousands of lives. 

While we celebrate our 25th anniversary, we also chart our course for the
2017-2018 year and beyond. We continue to meet the goals set forth in our
strategic plan while optimistically looking toward a future of growth and
sustainability. We thank you for being our partners and supporting us 
generously as we continue uncovering the specialness in every child. 

Sincerely, 

donna kennedy kathryn tyree
Head of School Board Chair and Alumni Parent

“From the beginning, the mission of The Gillen Brewer School
was simple—to make a difference in the lives of children. 

Our dream was to build a school that would be an educational
haven for parents and families. Our success in fulfilling this
dream has surpassed all expectations. As we celebrate our

twenty-fisth anniversary, our thriving community continues to
embody the founding mission, while uncovering the 

specialness in every child.”

laura Bilicic

co-founder, the Gillen Brewer School
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the Gillen Brewer School was founded in 1992 by 
laura Bilicic and laurie dubos as a school for children 

with significant learning challenges. 

The Gillen Brewer School is celebrating 25 years! The school was founded in 1992
by Laura Bilicic and Laurie Dubos as a school for children with significant learning
challenges. As special education teachers, they saw the overwhelming need for a
school in New York City where families with children who have significant special
needs would be welcomed, educated, and supported. The founders believed 
that a knowledgeable and informed family was invaluable to each child’s overall 
education. To underscore the importance of family, the school was named after
the founders’ grandmothers, Mattie Gillen and Virginia Brewer. The school
opened in 1992 with one student and added classes until it reached 48 students
from Pre-K through second grade. Forty-eight students were housed in what 
had once been the servants’ quarters of a stately mansion on Park Avenue. In 
August 2005, the school moved to its current location at 410 East 92nd Street.
The school currently has 88 students. 

OUR HISTORY

“The school is helping our son realize the fullest and richest 
versions of his own self; this realization of inner potential can 

be achieved only by a community that demonstrates remarkable
patience, extra support and scaffolding, and a deep appreciation

for each child’s individual strengths and weaknesses.”
PARENT
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

kathryn George tyree, Chair
Henry B. Schacht, Chairman Emeritus
lawrence W. leighton, Treasurer
laura Bilicic, Secretary
neal meltzer
Beth Saunders 
James Shipp
angela Howard Stone 

BOARD OF ADVISORS

frank d’amelio
mark Hickson
patricia russo
richard Segal
paul tagliabue
John l. vogelstein

ADMINISTRATION

donna kennedy, Head of School
dr. cathy kaufman iger, Assistant Head of School and 

Head of Psychology Department
Joe Surak, Director of Admissions
caitlin terry, Director of Development and Advancement
Sharon Slate, Controller/CFO
kara marks, Director of Early Childhood Program
monica fishman, Director of Elementary Program
paul dentrone, IT and Systems Coordinator
cherise Jones, Accounting Manager
Stacey marye, School Nurse
krista Jacobsen, Development Associate 
Joline robles, Administrative Assistant and 

Assistant to Head of School
ida Sacconi, Receptionist and Administrative Assistant

EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM

kara marks, Director
abigail Burch, Head Teacher
alex felice, Head Teacher
carly furino, Head Teacher
Jeanne de Jesus, Head Teacher
Sabrina Samaroo, Head Teacher
aimee Buszka, Assistant Teacher
Hilary colon, Assistant Teacher
Samuel circh, Assistant Teacher
ashley dallas, Assistant Teacher
Jennifer lee, Assistant Teacher
katie moray, Assistant Teacher
katherine Sumantri, Assistant Teacher
carly tobin, Assistant Teacher

ELEMENTARY PROGRAM

monica fishman, Director
Samantha antonacchio, Head Teacher
linda delaney, Head Teacher
emmy mlawer, Head Teacher
Brianne pantalone, Head Teacher
michelle Snyder, Head Teacher
mary flieger, Assistant Teacher
erin fox, Assistant Teacher
marissa Goldstein, Assistant Teacher
dylan kapit, Assistant Teacher
mandi mamanna, Assistant Teacher
alexa mckeon, Assistant Teacher
rasheeda norris, Assistant Teacher
rebecca Skolnick, Assistant Teacher
dori Stern, Assistant Teacher
claire Swinney, Assistant Teacher

ART, MUSIC, AND SCIENCE

kate Gugliotta, Art Teacher
Braque Hershberger, Science Teacher
robert kennedy, Music Teacher

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 
PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Holly thomas, Head of Department
Jane enright, Pathologist
Jennifer Hogan, Pathologist
elizabeth lee, Pathologist
daria morganstern, Pathologist

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
DEPARTMENT

Shannie easterby, Head of Department
Brittany Blacker, Therapist
Sarah leventhal, Therapist
katie Hanauer, Therapist

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

dr. cathy kaufman iger, Head of Department
dr. audrey Halpern, Psychologist
dr. Benjamin klein, Psychologist
dr. carli koch, Psychologist
dr. middy Whelley, Psychologist

BOARD OF TRUSTEES, BOARD OF ADVISORS, 
ADMINISTRATION 

STAFF* 

“We feel fortunate
every day about the 
education and love 
our daughter gets 

from her teachers and 
the amazing staff.”

parent

*As of 8/1/2017
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Thanks to the partnership with our generous donors, the Gillen Brewer
School is a leader in special education, providing students with 
learning experiences that transform each and every one of their lives.

annual fund $792,269.00 41%
annual Benefit $650,635.00 33%
autism Speaks Benefit $417,292.00 21%
Special funds & Grants $93,479.00 5%
Total $1,953,675.00

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2016 - 2017

fundraiSinG revenue

We depend on charitable contributions to fund the essential and exceptional 
programs that make Gillen Brewer such a unique place for children living with 
special needs. Our enhanced, comprehensive program is so essential for our 
students and makes Gillen Brewer so different from other schools. 

Your gift to Gillen Brewer allows us to continue to provide initiatives, including:

• Student and Family Therapy

• Art, Science, and Music Classes

• Health and Fitness Programs at Asphalt Green 

• State-of-the-Art Facilities and Technology

• Pet Partnerships and Art Farm

• Unique Integrated Therapeutic and Academic Program

• Competitive Salaries for Our Talented Faculty and Staff

SUPPORTING GILLEN BREWER: 
A CRITICAL NEED

Visit www.gillenbrewer.com for more information on our program.
$1.95m raiSed
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tHe nySaiS Special education conference
The entire Gillen Brewer staff attended the NYSAIS (New York State Association of 
Independent Schools) Special Education Conference, for which Donna Kennedy was
a member of the founding planning committee. Several staff members presented
workshops for attendees, including: 

Kate Gugliotta presented “The Ladybugs and Puffins’ Hair Salon: A Gathering Place for
Learning and Self Expression.”

Holly Thomas, Daria Morganstern, and Carly Furino presented “Integration of Speech-
Language Therapy in the Preschool Classroom.” 

Shannie Easterby presented “Sensory Strategies for the Classroom.” 

Ben Klein, Cathy Kaufman Iger, and Kara Marks presented “Breaking Down Challenges
to the Core: A Skills-Based Approach to Overcoming Student Challenges.” 

tHe parent lendinG liBrary 
Thanks to a generous gift from Stuart Flaum, an expert in the financial and legal is-
sues facing parents of children with special needs, Gillen Brewer launched a Lending
Library that is free to all GBS parents. There is a comprehensive list of available books
that can be sent directly home, and we also encourage families to suggest other
books they’d like the Lending Library to offer. 

tHe pumpkinS’ cultural 
celeBration
After working on a unit about the many differ-
ent cultures and neighborhoods New York City
is home to, the Pumpkins were excited to
share all that they learned during their class
cultural celebration. The Pumpkins were able
to share their culture books, their artifacts, and
a song with so many friends and families. The
Pumpkins and their families enjoyed a wide 
variety of cultural foods, such as Irish soda
bread, Sho Pau, antipasto platters and cannolis,
empanadas, and corn bread. 

2016-2017 HIGHLIGHTS

tHe lily padS’ BunnieS  
In March, the Lily Pads visited The Art Farm, where they
learned about different kinds of bunnies and other 
winter animals. Then, their classroom bunnies arrived
from a farm in Pennsylvania. The farmer introduced 
the mama bunny, Jolie, and her five babies. The farmer
also showed the class how to take care of the bunnies
by cleaning their cage, feeding them, and making sure
they had enough water. The Lily Pads took responsibil-
ity for their bunny jobs, which included: the noise 
monitor, the sweeper, the water helper, the hay helper,
the cage cleaner, the photographer, the feeder, and 
the reader. Throughout the week in science, Braque 
and the Lily Pads measured and weighed the bunnies to observe their growth. 
The class created an obstacle course to help the bunnies get some exercise and 
worked together to name each bunny. At the end of the unit, family members visited 
the class to meet the bunnies.

the theme for the 2016-2017 school year was

Things that float.
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SoundS in motion 
Sounds in Motion (SIM) was developed by Fran Santore,
a speech-language pathologist, who created the 
program to improve articulation, phonological aware-
ness, and early literacy skills in students in NYC private
and public schools. GBS’ own Holly Thomas, the Head
of our Speech-Language Pathology Department, first
brought SIM to Gillen Brewer over ten years ago where
she piloted the program in one of our early childhood
classrooms. Holly made modifications to the program
for teaching special education students; the listening activities and 
movements associated with the program have been very useful in developing
articulation and early literacy skills in our students. SIM is an important 
component of Gillen Brewer’s early childhood curriculum and has successfully
supported the students in identifying sounds in words and learning to blend
those sounds to develop decoding skills. When she is not at Gillen Brewer,
Holly presents at conferences and trains teachers, therapists, and learning 
specialists to use SIM in classrooms and therapy sessions across the country.

Holly thomas



tHe otter propHet
In January, the Otters class published their class newspaper, “The Otter Prophet!” 
Since October, the class had been studying the history of newspapers and the 
components that make up a typical newspaper. They quickly got to work, choosing
topics of interest and deciding how they would gather information. Students 
conducted interviews, distributed surveys, and searched the internet to gather 
information. Then, they worked tirelessly constructing lead sentences, writing details,
copying quotes, and editing paragraphs. In the end, Mary, their Editor-in-Chief, 
collected their articles, formatted them into a newspaper template, and added some
pictures to make it pop. The project culminated in an official launch celebration. 
Students had the opportunity to answer questions about their articles posed by
school administrators, therapists, and peers. 

urBan GlaSS 
Thanks to a Target Field Trip Grant awarded to 
our art teacher, Kate, the Otters took a special field
trip to Urban Glass in Brooklyn. Students viewed a
glass-blowing demonstration and then participated
in a kilnforming workshop. Kilnforming refers to the
spectrum of techniques that use the heat of the kiln
to transform and shape glass, among them slump-
ing, fusing, and kiln casting. Overall, the trip was an
exciting opportunity to explore a public art and 
art-making space in our city, while providing mean-
ingful experiences and practical opportunities for
learning how to engage in new artistic processes. 
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2016-2017 HIGHLIGHTS 

“Thank you so much! I am so honored to be approached to
be more involved and for this next year, yes, consider me on

board.  I’m so happy to always help in ANY way. ”
PARENT

On June 13, Gillen Brewer participated in 
The Game Changers Gala, an evening benefiting
Autism Speaks and GBS. The event raised
$417,292 for the school. The Game Changers 
Gala took place at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel,
with three tables of GBS community members in
attendance. Hosted by Tyler Mathisen, the event
was co-chaired by Mel Karmazin, National 
Football League, and Gillen Brewer Chairman
Emeritus Henry Schacht. Michael Morris and 
Roy Harvey of Alcoa Corporation were the 
honorees, and Gillen Brewer Advisory Board
member Paul Tagliabue received the Lifetime
Achievement Award, along with Autism Speaks
co-founder Bob Wright.  They shared stories 
of the 11-year partnership that began with Bob
and the late Suzanne Wright, Henry Schacht, 
and Paul Tagliabue.

Throughout the 11-year partnership, 
Paul Tagliabue and Henry Schacht have helped

to raise over $6,000,000 for Gillen Brewer. 
We salute their hard work and dedication to the

success of the Autism Speaks Benefit and the
valuable support it has provided Gillen Brewer. 

THE AUTISM SPEAKS BENEFIT:
THE GAME CHANGERS GALA

The guest speaker of the
evening was Anthony Ianni, 
the first known athlete with
autism to play Big 10 basketball.
Anthony shared his story of
overcoming obstacles and 
facing challenges in order to 
live his dreams. 

paul tagliabue and Henry Schacht 

anthony ianni 

paul tagliabue, michael morris, angela Geiger, tyler mathisen, Bob Wright, roger Goodall, donna kennedy,
roy Harvey, and Henry Schacht 
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Thank you to everyone who joined us at the 25th 
Anniversary Benefit, Sail the World, held April 5th
at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers. The event was
a record-breaking success, raising over $650,000. 
Co-founder Laura Bilicic shared her memories of
Gillen Brewer benefit events dating back to the
1990s, and Board Chair Kathryn George Tyree
shared the strategic vision of the school’s future.
Alumnus Michael Rock spoke, sharing his 
beginning at Gillen Brewer and how the foundation he formed in preschool carried
him all the way through his graduation cum laude from Brandeis University, with a
major in history and a minor in Chinese. Current and former parents, staff, friends,
alumni parents, and trustees all gathered to celebrate Gillen Brewer’s anniversary 
and our commitment to uncovering the specialness in every child. 

THE 2017 GILLEN BREWER ANNUAL BENEFIT:
“SAIL THE WORLD”

laura Bilicic and kathryn George tyree

the GBS Board of trustees with donna kennedy

OVER
$650,000

RAISED
to strengthen 
our program

anonymous
lane addonizio
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
nicole and leo arnaboldi
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
anya Barak
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and 

alfredo Barbier
Holly and michael Berfield
Shoshana dachs Bergman
kathleen and Hans Bernier
michelle Berrio
laura and George Bilicic
rosa and Jorge Bolanos
lisa and timothy Broadbent
rosemarie Burkhardt and donald Brout
Betina dowdell and Hason Brown
anita and andrew campbell
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Jennifer and anish chakravorty

noah chamoy
lauren and david chays
Hisu chang and peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
keily concepcion
linda Walder and dan cotto
frank d'amelio
Belinda dela cruz
linda and michael delaney
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
tara and Jesse diamond
tamesha abson and Jeffrey douglas
Byers dowdell
nicole and andrew dresher
Harriet and alan dresher
Jarett edwards
latasha ellis
evelyn epstein
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis
karen and Harvey fallis
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
Wendy federico

elaina larusso and richard ferrari
marina Godina and dawit fikru
martina finnegan
melissa finney
mary and Scott flieger
marilu Johnson and luis frias
kit frick
mariam and Hasseye Gamby
Shari and Josh Goldberg
lisa and evan Goldfine
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
Susannah and Bernard Goldstein
marissa Goldstein
Bianca and Shane Grant
Beth and Jared Greisman
Janet Grillo
Bill Gugliotta
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
Johna and Jonathan Hansen
allison trevino-Hartman and 

travis Hartman
Jessica and rick Held

the GBS Benefit is our largest fundraising event of the year and a wonderful celebration of our school. it provides an 
opportunity for staff, parents, trustees, and friends to gather, socialize, and support Gillen Brewer. the Benefit is essential
to our ability to carry out our mission, and raises critically-needed funds for our program. ticket purchases and gifts to the
Benefit do not count as participation in the annual fund, as these two endeavors are entirely separate. the Benefit goal is
$500,000 per year, and these funds can be put towards the operating budget or can be used for a restricted purpose, 
depending on the areas of greatest need.  thank you to the following list of donors for giving to the 2017 Benefit.

mark Hickson
Jennifer and Brian Hogan
monica fishman and david iankelevich
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
megan and thomas irwin
carol and mark Jaffe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
donna and robert kennedy
Benjamin klein
Suzanne knaster
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
maria and michael lanzarone
Joann larusso
Jennifer lee
meredith and david lee
karen chase and lawrence leighton
abigail levy and Bruce levine
norma and donald levine
danielle mccormick lovecchio
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
rhonda mace
paula katz and rick mandler
lisa and mark markowski
cynthia archer-martz and alvin martz
mary mcanulty
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
peggy and dave meador
Graciela and neal meltzer
april and robert milman

larry milman
Stacey and richard milman
Jacqueline and noah mittman
teresa and patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and Giovanni negrette
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
claudine and robert o'rourke
erin o’rourke
nancy and allen parker
Bettina patterson
michele Singer and isaac peachin
lily peachin
lauren and Benjamin pearlman
leigh and charles penner
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
ellen and James riley
paul rogers
catherine Zapata and abraham romero
louiselle romero
patricia and frank russo
Sabrina Samaroo
migdalia and paul Sanabria
rosalie and Jesus Sanchez
nancy and Henry Schacht
Brian maloney and Stelian Serban
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
irina and leon Shaulov

davida Sherwood
veronica and Jim Shipp
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
rachel Smerd and aaron Shuster
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Sharon Slate
Joel Herman and milt Sleeter
lydia Soifer
Hannah Sorgi
angela Howard Stone and 

matthew Stone
Gabriela and William Stout
tara and chris Stutzman
claire Swinney
Belda tabora
vinita and Sanjaya tandon
roni taradash
dorian thompson
maria Sheinin and alexander tsudikman
Jennifer and floyd turner
kathryn George tyree and William tyree
pamela usdan
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
Barbara and John vogelstein
daniela and Sinisa vukelic
linder Williams
may lam and michael Wong
tiffany and Jeron Zerillo
katharine and martin Ziga



GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2016-2017

ANNUAL FUND DONORS
anonymous (3)
cheryl and Jeff abegglen
Jenni ackerman
George adams
Helyn Goldenberg and michael alper
ann and Steven ames
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
david ansel
Jimmy asnes
Josh Baer
miriam and Brandon Baer
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and alfredo

Barbier
douglas Baxter
kristine Bell
Holly and michael Berfield
marjorie Berman
kathleen and Hans Bernier
michelle Berrio
Glenn Beyer
danielle Bias
linda and ralph Biderman
laura and George Bilicic
mike Blaustein
alex Branczik
Janet and michael Brewer
lisa and timothy Broadbent
rosemarie Burkhardt and donald Brout
alfred Brown

Betina dowdell and Hason Brown
Gale meltzer Brudner
nora and charlie Bumb
Sally and tim Burch
Sally and Sam Butler
anita and andrew campbell
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Gabriel catone
diana and ramiro cavazos
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
noah chamoy
lauren and david chays
fanny and paul chiu
Hisu chang and peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
Julie choi
young Soon and young Woo choi
andy cohen
Sadie coles
keily concepcion
denise and James crystal
michelle and Brad cuddeback
christopher d'amelio
christina and renato danese
lisa daniell
lucy and frederick danziger
alison de noia
Betty and pete deHebreard
Helen demos
paul dentrone
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev

laura and Steve diamond
tara and Jesse diamond
Gretchen and matt dinapoli
Harriet and alan dresher
nicole and andrew dresher
patricia and thomas duBos
Susan dunne
John eade
Shannie easterby
lisa edwards-nazario
robert ell
latasha ellis
Jean paul engelen
laurel coben and travis epes
evelyn epstein
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
andrea feirstein
elaina larusso and richard ferrari
marina Godina and dawit fikru
the fischer family
Jeanne and darren fogel
Julie north and Will fogg
Blake and andrew foote
mary and phillip foote
Hugh freund
marilu Johnson and luis frias
diane Goldin and kenny funk
mariam and Hasseye Gamby
porfirio Garcia
the Gaw family
Steve Geisler

Jennifer and richard Geller
nathalie and Quintin George
lisa and trent Gillies
robert Gober
Shari and Josh Goldberg
lisa and evan Goldfine
amy Goldman
fern portnoy and roger Goldman
diane and robert Goldstein
Judy Goldstein
Susannah and Bernard Goldstein
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
anthony Grant
daniel Green
Jennifer Green
Jackie Greenberg
carol Greene
Beth and Jared Greisman
Janet Grillo
Judith and Henri Gueron
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
kelly and adam Gutman
rivkah and israel Halpert
Johna and Jonathan Hansen
Shelley and Gilbert Harrison
allison trevino-Hartman and travis Hartman
debbie and craig Hassenbein
ellen and michael Heckler
mary and Jim Henderson
Steven Henry
katie and Sam Holliday
kevin Hyman
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
robert igoe
Suzanne inskip

megan and thomas irwin
kara Welsh and ian Jackman
krista Jacobsen
carol and mark Jaffe
Susan and marc Jaffe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
angela choon and Brannie Jones
dennis kaltman
andrea and James kane
Bess kathrins
marion katzive
donna and robert kennedy
audrey kirdar
lauren and alan klein
marilyn and peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Suzanne knaster
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
diane kopelman
lauri and eric kotcher
Quincy kresler
melissa and adam kudelka
maria and michael lanzarone
nancy lanzarone
Joann larusso
abigail lash
Stephen lash
margo leavin
francine and William lee
meredith and david lee
michelle lemons
norma and donald levine
abigail levy and Bruce levine
victoria Bijur and edward levine
dorothy Berwin and dominique levy

Sofia leWitt
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
karen moss-lux and marshall lux
michele maccarone
rhonda mace
nancy magoon
Joel mallin
paula katz and rick mandler
emily mariko-Sanders
donna and eugene markowski
lisa and mark markowski
mae marks
rosalie marks
Susan and larry marx
louise and Stephen maschi
maralynn mash
mary mcanulty
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
mike mckoy
amy and Jon meltzer
Bruce meltzer
Graciela and neal meltzer
marilyn meltzer
robert and meryl meltzer
Sara meltzer
Sloane and Justin meltzer
thomas metcalf
elaine and merwin metlitz
ellen and dave michelson
Stacey and richard milman
Jacqueline and noah mittman
calvert and George moore
teresa and patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and Giovanni negrette

The Annual Fund runs from July 1- June 30, every year. The Annual Fund is the only 
unrestricted fund providing critical support for the daily operations of our program. Our
goal is 100% participation among current families, and in the 2016-2017 year, we reached
97%.  Participation is critical as many external funding sources such as foundations look 
at the level of family participation in determining the school’s eligibility for grants. 

GivinG By conStituency
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tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS

 
 

 
    
 

  26%

Alumni  2%

Trustees 30%

Current Parents and 
Caregivers 28%

Friends 12%

Grandparents 2%

Organizations  26%

the annual fund supports our operating budget and every aspect of our year-round academic and therapeutic
program. thank you to the following list of donors for giving to the 2016-2017 annual fund. 



GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2016-2017

lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
deena and michael neuwirth
olga and maksim nikolayev
maria and nikos notias
annette and thomas novelli
Scott nussbaum
Benjamin ofori
claudine and robert o'rourke
nancy and allen parker
lauren and Benjamin pearlman
rachel peckerman
marsha and Jeffrey perelman
liza persky
Jane and anthony providenti
latrelle and ronald prude
lisa and Jon pruzan
cindy and Howard rachofsky
ashley ragg
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
constance and fred raphael
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
Judith richard
troy roberts
lakia and michael robinson
Joline robles
Holly Heston rochell
theresa and david rogers
Jeanne rohatyn
catherine Zapata and abraham romero
louiselle romero
ani and Bob rooney
evelyn rose
lela rose
catherine and William rose
andrea rosen
melissa and andrew rosenberg
neal rosenberg
tsvia rosenthal
Jason rulnick

migdalia and paul Sanabria
rosalie and Jesus Sanchez
nancy and Henry Schacht
myra Scheer
del rae and tony Schieffer
kevin Schultz
ira Schwartz
debbie Sciortino
marc Selwyn
edmond a Serafin
Brian maloney and Stelian Serban
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
rebecca and peter Shapiro
andrew Shapiro
Jon Shapiro
robert Shapiro
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
Julia Sharifov
irina and leon Shaulov
deborah Shea
lenore and neil Sherman
davida Sherwood
veronica and Jim Shipp
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
phyllis and nathan Shmalo
James Shuman
rachel Smerd and aaron Shuster
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
lisa and Steven Sigloch
lilly farahnakian and david Silverman
marilyn and James Simons
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Sharon Slate
Joel Herman and milt Sleeter
Susan and peter Smerd
Gregg Smith
michelle Snyder
lydia Soifer
devin Someck
yukio Sonoda

tara Spiegel
michael Stallone
Gayle and paul Stoffel
angela Howard Stone and matthew Stone
Gabriela and William Stout
Haley and daniel Stutzman
tara and chris Stutzman
Shayna and Jeffrey Swartz
Blake Swerdloff
Belda tabora
vinita and Sanjaya tandon
roni taradash
Joanne Hoffer and lee tawil
caitlin terry
kate Whitney and frank thomas
lorin thomas-tavel
Spencer tomkins
andrea and robert tucker
Jennifer and floyd turner
Barbara tuttle
kathleen and Henry ullman
robin unterberg
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
allison and rick vella
amy verschleiser
Glenda villajuan-Gil
Barbara and John vogelstein
edwina von Gal
daniela and Sinisa vukelic
Janet and William Walker
Beth Wassarman
John p. Wehn
cheyenne Westphal
angela Westwater
middy Whelley
Susan and david Whitehouse
Heather Widensky
christine and William Wiley
linder Williams
i. peter Wolff

may lam and michael Wong
cynthia and Jeffrey yingling
ellen and morris Zedeck
tiffany and Jeron Zerillo
katharine and martin Ziga
elizabeth and George Zobitz

TOTAL PARENT/CAREGIVER 
PARTICIPATION—97%

The Crayons—100%
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
lisa and mark markowski     
angela Howard Stone and matt Stone                                                                
daniela and Sinisa vukelic

The Apples—88%
Betina dowdell and Hason Brown
carol lee and Steven choi
tara and Jesse diamond
Shari and Josh Goldberg
meredith and david lee
irina and leon Shaulov
Jennifer and floyd turner

The Lily Pads—100%
kathleen and Hans Bernier
michelle Berrio
tara and Jesse diamond
lisa and evan Goldfine
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
tara and chris Stutzman

The Watermelons—100%
yuliana and angel angelov
Serena and Steve castellano
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
nicole and andrew dresher
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson

carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
Brian maloney and Stelian Serban
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
katie and marty Ziga

The Legos—100%
Hisu chang and peter chiu
Beth and Jared Greisman
allison trevino-Hartman and travis Hartman
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
migdalia and paul Sanabria
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
may lam and michael Wong

The Astronauts—100%
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and 

alfredo Barbier
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
keily concepcion
latasha ellis
robert igoe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
maria and michael lanzarone
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
louiselle romero

The Pumpkins—100%
elaina larusso and richard ferrari
marilu Johnson and luis frias
megan and thomas irwin
olga and maksim nikolayev
latrelle and ronald prude
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
catherine Zapata and abraham romero
michelle lemons and tori Wiles
linder Williams

The Battleships—100%
anonymous 
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
marina Godina and dawit fikru
Jacqueline and noah mittman
teresa and patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and 

Giovanni negrette
tiffany and Jeron Zerillo

The Clouds—90%
danielle Bias
Susannah and Bernie Goldstein
abigail levy and Bruce levine
Stacey and rich milman
claudine and Bob o’rourke
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
rachel Smerd and aaron Shuster
roni taradash

The Otters—91%
alfred Brown
anita and andrew campbell
miozoty and Sandy castillo
noah chamoy
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis
porfirio Garcia
Johna and Jonathan Hansen
rosalie and Jesus Sanchez
Gabriela and William Stout
Belda tabora
vinita and Sanjaya tandon
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“Words aren’t sufficient for how much it has meant to our son and 
to us for him to be taught, and nurtured by amazing teachers and 

therapists in a place that totally gets him.”
ALUMNI PARENT

The Gillen Brewer School 2016-2017 Annual 
Report acknowledges all gifts received between
July 1, 2016, and June 30, 2017. Every effort has
been made to ensure accuracy.

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS



GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2016-2017
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“We so appreciate all that Gillen Brewer has done and continues to do
to help our granddaughter achieve her full potential.”

GRANDPARENT

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
$100,000+
autism Speaks, inc.
Graciela and neal meltzer
the romenesa foundation
nancy and Henry Schacht
angela Howard Stone and matthew Stone
chandler and paul tagliabue
Barbara and John vogelstein

$50,000-$99,999
laura and George Bilicic
kathryn George tyree and William tyree
the Warburg pincus foundation

$25,000-$49,999
anonymous
frank d’amelio
Shari and Josh Goldberg
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
michael Gordon foundation, inc.
moriah fund
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
olga and maksim nikolayev
irina and leon Shaulov
Spencer Stuart SSi (uS) inc.

$10,000-$24,999
alan and katherine Stroock fund
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
elaina larusso and richard ferrari
Goldman, Sachs & co. matching Gift program
Happy Baby foundation
mark Hickson
maria and michael lanzarone
karen chase and lawrence leighton
Susan and larry marx
robert and meryl meltzer
mJS foundation
erin o’rourke
peoples improv theater
pfizer foundation matching Gifts program
andrea and andrew raphael
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
veronica and Jim Shipp
marilyn and James Simons

Joel Herman and milt Sleeter
Gayle and paul Stoffel
tara and chris Stutzman
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
ellen and morris Zedeck
tiffany and Jeron Zerillo

$5,000-$9,999
Benevity, inc.
Brownington foundation
keily concepcion
linda Walder and dan cotto
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
margot and eric egan
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis
porfirio Garcia
nathalie and Quintin George
lisa and evan Goldfine
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
Health effects institute
donna and robert kennedy
lambert family foundation
marian Goodman Gallery, inc.
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
Sara meltzer
larry milman
Stacey and richard milman
nancy and allen parker
pofi construction corp.
patricia and frank russo
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Belda tabora
maria Sheinin and alexander tsudikman
ymS management associates inc.
katharine and martin Ziga

$1,000-$4,999
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
nicole and leo arnaboldi
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
Holly and michael Berfield
Shoshana dachs Bergman
kathleen and Hans Bernier
Blue mountain capital management, llc
rosa and Jorge Bolanos

Janet and michael Brewer
Bridge kids of new york
rosemarie Burkhardt and donald Brout
Gale meltzer Brudner
Sally and Sam Butler
anita and andrew campbell
Serena and Steve castellano
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
Hisu chang and peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
Julie choi
andy cohen
michelle and Brad cuddeback
Betty and pete deHebreard
deutsche Bank americas matching Gifts program
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
Harriet and alan dresher
nicole and andrew dresher
patricia and thomas duBos
exxonmobil foundation
marina Godina and dawit fikru
mary and Scott flieger
the frances & Benjamin Benenson 

foundation
fern portnoy and roger Goldman
Judy Goldstein
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
Judith and Henri Gueron
mary and Jim Henderson
Hunt alternatives fund
megan and thomas irwin
carol and mark Jaffe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
Jewish federation of Greater pittsburgh
nancy lanzarone
law offices of regina Skyer & associates, llp
meredith and david lee
abigail levy and Bruce levine
nancy magoon
donna and eugene markowski
lisa and mark markowski
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
peggy and dave meador
Bruce meltzer
thomas metcalf
lisa manetta-negrette and Giovanni negrette

claudine and robert o’rourke
michele Singer and isaac peachin
lauren and Benjamin pearlman
penguin random House llc
marsha and Jeffrey perelman
pfizer inc.
cindy and Howard rachofsky
dara and miles ramboyong
riley family foundation
ellen and James riley
catherine Zapata and abraham romero
catherine and William rose
evelyn rose
migdalia and paul Sanabria
rosalie and Jesus Sanchez
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
rachel Smerd and aaron Shuster
lilly farahnakian and david Silverman
Sharon Slate
Susan and peter Smerd
Stuart flaum consulting
Haley and daniel Stutzman
vinita and Sanjaya tandon
Joanne Hoffer and lee tawil
kate Whitney and frank thomas
Jennifer and floyd turner
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro
angela Westwater
linder Williams
may lam and michael Wong
yourcause, llc trustee for new york life

$1-$999
anonymous (2)
cheryl and Jeff abegglen
Jenni ackerman
acquavella, llc
George adams
lane addonizio
affineco, llc
Helyn Goldenberg and michael alper
amazon
ann and Steven ames
david ansel
Jimmy asnes

austin & co.
miriam and Brandon Baer
Josh Baer
anya Barak
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and alfredo Barbier
douglas Baxter
kristine Bell
marjorie Berman
michelle Berrio
Glenn Beyer
danielle Bias
linda and ralph Biderman
mike Blaustein
Bond, Schoeneck & king, pllc
alex Branczik
lisa and timothy Broadbent
Broadway Birthday Bashes
Brooklyn learning center
alfred Brown
Betina dowdell and Hason Brown
nora and charlie Bumb
Sally and tim Burch
Gabriel catone
diana and ramiro cavazos
century 21 real estate, llc
noah chamoy
lauren and david chays
fanny and paul chiu
young Soon and young Woo choi
Sadie coles
denise and James crystal
christopher d’amelio
christina and renato danese
lisa daniell
lucy and frederick danziger
dBJ contracting
alison de noia
Belinda dela cruz
linda and michael delaney
Helen demos
paul dentrone
laura and Steve diamond
tara and Jesse diamond
Gretchen and matt dinapoli
tamesha abson and Jeffrey douglas

Byers dowdell
Susan dunne
John eade
Shannie easterby
Jarett edwards
lisa edwards-nazario
robert ell
latasha ellis
Jean paul engelen
laurel coben and travis epes
evelyn epstein
karen and Harvey fallis
Wendy federico
andrea feirstein
martina finnegan
melissa finney
the fischer family
Jeanne and darren fogel
Julie north and Will fogg
Blake and andrew foote
mary and phillip foote
Hugh freund
marilu Johnson and luis frias
kit frick
diane Goldin and kenny funk
mariam and Hasseye Gamby
the Gaw family
Steve Geisler
Jennifer and richard Geller
lisa and trent Gillies
robert Gober
amy Goldman
diane and robert Goldstein
marissa Goldstein
Susannah and Bernard Goldstein
anthony Grant
Bianca and Shane Grant
daniel Green
Jennifer Green
Jackie Greenberg
carol Greene
Beth and Jared Greisman
Janet Grillo
Bill Gugliotta
kelly and adam Gutman

TOTAL GIVING BREAKDOWN



“It’s such an amazing school–
the staff are so committed and creative, and 

the community is so welcoming and engaging.  
We feel so fortunate to have been a part of the
Gillen Brewer community, and we’re very sad 

to be leaving. That being said, we know 
the school has prepared him for 

the move and next steps.”
ALUMNI PARENT

GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2016-2017
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tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
rivkah and israel Halpert
Johna and Jonathan Hansen
Shelley and Gilbert Harrison
allison trevino-Hartman and travis Hartman
debbie and craig Hassenbein
ellen and michael Heckler
Jessica and rick Held
Steven Henry
Jennifer and Brian Hogan
katie and Sam Holliday
kevin Hyman
monica fishman and david iankelevich
robert igoe
inclusive Security action
Suzanne inskip
ira m. resnick foundation, inc.
kara Welsh and ian Jackman
krista Jacobsen
Susan and marc Jaffe
angela choon and Brannie Jones
dennis kaltman
andrea and James kane
kapnag Heating and plumbing corp.
Bess kathrins
marion katzive
audrey kirdar
lauren and alan klein
Benjamin klein
marilyn and peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Suzanne knaster
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
diane kopelman
lauri and eric kotcher
Quincy kresler
melissa and adam kudelka
Joann larusso
abigail lash
Stephen lash
laurence and carolyn Belfer family foundation
law offices of lauren Baum
law offices of neal Howard rosenberg
margo leavin
Jennifer lee
francine and William lee
michelle lemons
len camber charitable trust

victoria Bijur and edward levine
norma and donald levine
dorothy Berwin and dominique levy
Sofia leWitt
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
lurie family foundation
karen moss-lux and marshall lux
michele maccarone
rhonda mace
malka design, inc.
Joel mallin
paula katz and rick mandler
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
emily mariko-Sanders
rosalie marks
mae marks
marshall m. miller associates, inc.
cynthia archer-martz and alvin martz
louise and Stephen maschi
maralynn mash
mary mcanulty
danielle mccormick lovecchio
mike mckoy
amy and Jon meltzer
marilyn meltzer
Sloane and Justin meltzer
elaine and merwin metlitz
ellen and dave michelson
april and robert milman
Jacqueline and noah mittman
calvert and George moore
morgan Stanley cyberGrants
Jenny and Will moseley
teresa and patrick murphy
network for Good
deena and michael neuwirth
maria and nikos notias
annette and thomas novelli
Scott nussbaum
Benjamin ofori
Bettina patterson
paul Segal associates
lily peachin
rachel peckerman
leigh and charles penner
liza persky
pioneers Bar nyc

Jane and anthony providenti
latrelle and ronald prude
lisa and Jon pruzan
ashley ragg
constance and fred raphael
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
Judith richard
Holly Heston rochell
troy roberts
lakia and michael robinson
Joline robles
theresa and david rogers
paul rogers
Jeanne rohatyn
louiselle romero
ani and Bob rooney
lela rose
andrea rosen
neal rosenberg
melissa and andrew rosenberg
tsvia rosenthal
Jason rulnick
Sabrina Samaroo
myra Scheer
del rae and tony Schieffer
kevin Schultz
ira Schwartz
debbie Sciortino
marc Selwyn
edmond a Serafin
Brian maloney and Stelian Serban
andrew Shapiro
Jon Shapiro
rebecca and peter Shapiro
robert Shapiro
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
Julia Sharifov
deborah Shea
lenore and neil Sherman
davida Sherwood
phyllis and nathan Shmalo
James Shuman
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
lisa and Steven Sigloch
Gregg Smith
michelle Snyder
lydia Soifer
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The Gillen Brewer School 2016-2017 Annual Report
acknowledges all gifts received between July 1,
2016, and June 30, 2017. Every effort has been
made to ensure accuracy.

devin Someck
yukio Sonoda
Hannah Sorgi
Spence-chapin adoption Services
tara Spiegel
michael Stallone
Staples, inc.
Gabriela and William Stout
Sushi vida inc.
Shayna and Jeffrey Swartz
Blake Swerdloff
claire Swinney
roni taradash
target field trip Grants program
caitlin terry
lorin thomas-tavel
dorian thompson
Spencer tomkins
andrea and robert tucker
Barbara tuttle
uBS matching Gift program
kathleen and Henry ullman
robin unterberg
pamela usdan
allison and rick vella
amy verschleiser
Glenda villajuan-Gil
edwina von Gal
daniela and Sinisa vukelic
Janet and William Walker
Beth Wassarman
John p Wehn
cheyenne Westphal
middy Whelley
Susan and david Whitehouse
Heather Widensky
christine and William Wiley
i. peter Wolff
cynthia and Jeffrey yingling
elizabeth and George Zobitz
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GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2016-2017

acquavella, llc
alan and katherine Stroock fund
amazon
austin & co.
autism Speaks, inc.
Benevity, inc.
Blue mountain capital management, llc
Bond, Schoeneck & king, pllc
Bridge kids of new york
Broadway Birthday Bashes
Brooklyn learning center
Brownington foundation
century 21 real estate, llc
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
dBJ contracting
deutsche Bank americas matching Gifts program
exxonmobil foundation
the frances & Benjamin Benenson foundation
Goldman, Sachs & co. matching Gift program
Happy Baby foundation
Health effects institute
Hunt alternatives fund
inclusive Security action
ira m. resnick foundation, inc.
Jewish federation of Greater pittsburgh
kapnag Heating and plumbing corp.
lambert family foundation
laurence and carolyn Belfer family foundation
law offices of lauren Baum
law offices of neal Howard rosenberg
law offices of regina Skyer & associates, llp

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS

len camber charitable trust
lurie family foundation
malka design, inc.
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
marian Goodman Gallery, inc.
marshall m. miller associates, inc.
michael Gordon foundation, inc.
mJS foundation
morgan Stanley cyberGrants
moriah fund
network for Good
paul Segal associates
penguin random House llc
peoples improv theater
pfizer foundation matching Gifts program
pfizer inc.
pioneers Bar nyc
pofi construction corp.
riley family foundation
the romenesa foundation
Spence-chapin adoption Services
Spencer Stuart SSi (uS) inc.
Staples, inc.
Sushi vida inc.
Stuart flaum consulting
target field trip Grants program
uBS matching Gift program
the Warburg pincus foundation
ymS management associates inc.
yourcause, llc trustee for new york life

corporationS, foundationS, orGaniZationS 
and matcHinG Gift companieS

The Danny Fiddle Arts Enrichment Fund

this fund was established to create community-
based opportunities for Gillen Brewer students
to participate in arts-related programs and 
curriculum that will enhance their studies and
participation in community life.

linda Walder and dan cotto
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
Jenny and Will moseley
teresa and patrick murphy
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
tiffany and Jeron Zerillo

Mariana S. Leighton Fund
this fund supporting the library was 
established in memory of our beloved Board
member, colleague, and mentor.

alan and katherine Stroock fund
karen chase and lawrence leighton
Bettina patterson

Smiling Bauti Fund
this fund was established in memory of our
beloved student Bauti uro to help the school
continue to provide a well-rounded education
to a diverse community of learners from all 
socioeconomic backgrounds.

lisa edwards-nazario
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro

DONORS TO 
SPECIAL FUNDS



A hallmark of the Gillen Brewer School is the breadth and depth of the school’s Family 
Program, which includes parents as partners, resources, and advocates. Our Family 
Program provides opportunities to work side-by-side with staff — individually and 
in groups — around issues relevant to each family's needs.  During various events 
throughout the year, families are given opportunities to become a part of our 
community of learners.

The Parents’ Association is a cornerstone of the Gillen Brewer School community. The 
Parents’ Association is composed of all Gillen Brewer parents and caregivers, and its role 
is two-fold: to foster a sense of community among Gillen Brewer families and to raise
money for the school. Throughout the year, parent volunteers help to run friend-raising
and fundraising events that bring people together. 

We rely on parent volunteers in order to provide beloved community-building events
such as Winter Family Fun Day, and we ask that every parent give as much as time as 
they are able. Volunteer opportunities abound for those with as little as one hour per
month and as much as every day available to contribute. 

Parent volunteers are also actively involved in the critical fundraising efforts that take
place at the school. The Parents’ Association Fundraising Committee is dedicated 

towards assisting the school in broadening and 
deepening its sources of support. 

Gillen Brewer is lucky to have a hardworking, engaged
group of parent volunteers helping to make the school 
the best place it can possibly be. We gratefully thank 
our Parents’ Association for their dedication and talent, 
this year and every year. 

THE GILLEN BREWER COMMUNITY
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for more information
on volunteerinG, 
pleaSe contact tHe 
development office. 



28 tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool          

our miSSion

The Gillen Brewer School’s mission is to educate and support 
our students to become confident, independent 

and engaged learners.

We do this by...

Partnering with our families

Providing a nurturing and supportive environment where 
children feel accepted and where learning is fun

Encouraging our students to advocate for themselves while 
being respectful and responsible members of the community

Engaging our students in a comprehensive 12-month 
academic curriculum which incorporates the Common Core 

New York State Standards, while addressing the individual 
learning needs of each child

Providing developmentally appropriate educational opportunities 
and challenges for our students

Integrating speech and language, occupational therapy and 
counseling services into our educational program

Cultivating educators who value a team approach and an 
ongoing commitment to learning

makinG a difference, 
one cHild and family at a time.

GiftS of caSH
Personal checks and credit card payments are two of the most popular ways to make 
a gift to Gillen Brewer. Checks should be made payable to Gillen Brewer School and 
mailed to:

Gillen Brewer School                                                                                                                                                                              
410 east 92nd Street                                                                                                                                                                         
new york, new york 10128

To pay by credit card, please visit:
www.gillenbrewer.com or 
contact development@gillenbrewer.com 

matcHinG GiftS
Many companies match their employees’ charitable contributions.  For example, if you
donate $5,000 to Gillen Brewer School, your employer may be willing to match your 
generosity — and you’ll be credited with a $10,000 gift.  Some companies will double 
and even triple contributions made by employees and their spouses to nonprofit 
organizations.  You can obtain information and the necessary forms from your employer
and forward these to Gillen Brewer with your gift. 

GiftS of SecuritieS
Gifts of appreciated stock provide an opportunity to benefit the school with significant
tax advantages for you.  Since the cost of the stock is lower than the actual gift amount,
you can avoid paying a capital gains tax on the stock’s increase in value.  You can also
claim an income tax deduction for the full market value of the stock at the time of 
contribution.  For instructions on transferring securities, contact the development office. 

The Gillen Brewer School Annual Report acknowledges all contributions received
between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017.  Every effort has been made to ensure 
its accuracy.  

meet tHe development team
You are welcome to contact the development team at any time to ask questions or 
discuss your giving. We can be reached at development@gillenbrewer.com. 

Caitlin Terry, Director of Development and Advancement 
Krista Jacobsen, Development Associate
Joline Robles, Administrative Assistant

WAYS TO MAKE A GIFT



410 East 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128

(212) 831-3667
www.gillenbrewer.com
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